KYC - Between automation
and manpower –
where exactly do we stand?
The truth of automation for the whole KYC process

more efficiency
in compliance

In times where regulations are constantly changing and cost focus is all around, KYC is for
many banks of pivotal importance and extremely challenging!
Inadequate controls of money flows and resulting high fines from local regulatory
authorities force financial institutions to act.
Banks across the globe spend huge amounts for optimization of their current KYC
process and many software firms promise a digital and automated KYC process.
But how does it look like on a day to day basis? We know it from our daily work in
passcon’s KYC Factory.
With our KYC Factory we support global clients in their daily business in conducting
KYCs as well as developing KYC departments and complete new Target Operating
Models around the world.
Therefore we know there is a different need to offer tailor-made programs covering
retail customers, corporates, wealth management and institutional clients at the same
time. This stems from the fact that these clients have different institutional setups and
availability of information as well as different needs for their client groups.
When conducting KYCs our target is always get back to the client only once in the whole
process and combine this with other requests like FATCA, MiFID etc.
In this way, the process is not only more efficient and ensures a good relationship
between the to be check client and the institution.
The whole KYC process consists of the following five steps with example of regular
review

1. Step one - Start a KYC:
Based on the given information in the System the KYC check starts and in a first step all
missing information will be marked in a checklist.
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Ideally, you start each KYC 3 months prior to the due date a minimum (and dependent
on the client type) and use complete automated KYC systems, like our GOKYC, guiding
you through the whole KYC process and decision making and fully integrated interfaces
to external documents and internal banking systems.

2. Step two – Conduct external research: high potential for
automation
A) Request from official sources updates the profile with external documents like
stakeholder list or commercial register. This can be done by utilizing API, Application
Programming Interface.
The following challenges can arise:

Challenge 1:
Many clients believe that it’s possible to automate this whole research process.
However, this is not the case. For instance, for small corporates in Germany around 50%
of the stakeholder lists are not online available - you need to request this information via
fax or physical post from the courts or even get back to your clients.
Hence, no full automation is possible.

Challenge 2:
If you deal with an intermediary company, you cannot opt for an automatical solution
because you have to identify the individual person within the corporate structure. This
has to be done manually.
Although many steps of the KYC process can be automatized this shows that much of the
process still involves technical expertise and manpower.
B) External research step two: Negative news check
Depending on the client’s needs, we perform within our KYC Factory automated negative
news checks overnight in a bulk upload into the customer system. This is a very good
automation part as no manual mistakes can occur.
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3. Step 3 – Perform client outreach – Intermediate potential
for automation
For documents that you cannot obtain from external sources and is not with the
Relationship Manager, you have to reach out to your client.
In our Factory, we try to minimize the direct client outreach or include this in the regular
meetings with the Relationship Manager in order to foster a good relationship with the
client (new publication coming soon).
For some client groups, like retail or small corporate, it’s possible to upload documents
with the online banking upload function.
However, talking from experience, in the majority of cases, the documents have to be
requested directly from the client.
This is the most time-consuming part of the whole KYC process, because every bank has
different requirements in their internal policies.
The potential of automation is very high but still hasn’t gained proper foothold yet.
From an external perspective, we believe that by creating one set of requirements for
all banks in one country will enable us to realize this potential of automation in the step
of performing client outreach. This will not only save a lot of time and money but also
improve the “client experience”.

4. Step 4 - Profile completion
This can be easily automated with OCR readers and automated uploads for retail and
corporates with no intermediary.
In cases where clients act as intermediaries or constitute a complex case, manual work
still has to be performed.

5. Step 5 – Ready for sign off
Sign off process can be started and finished fully automatically
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Conclusion
The grade of automation within the KYC process really depends on the client type. From
our experience, full automation and digitalization is to date not possible, especially for
retail and corporates with an intermediary. Automation is especially absent in research
and client outreach.
More than 50% of the Information we need are not digitally available.
This is a huge amount. For client groups as the wealth management, nearly 100% has to
be verified manually.
It is important to have a clear steering of your whole process, an automated workflow and
a proper and comprehensive system that enables document uploads.
With our GOKYC system, it’s possible to cover the maximal amount of automatization
that is currently available. Combined with the know-how and experience of our KYC
Factory experts we can offer fast, compliant and maximally automated KYC checks that
keep your institution from money laundering and resulting high fines.
Automation is only one of many ways of enhancing your whole KYC Organization.
Learn from our upcoming whitepaper series „KYC 4.0 - how to bring your KYC
organization to the next level“ about the unfounded sales potential of KYC.
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